
CHAPTER 5

The Enigma of China, India, and Europe

Chapter 5 constitutes a defense against a possible criticism of this essay.
Because the chapter is not an element in the central argument, it com
bines some. materials used elsewhere in the essay with some additional
materials.

The· fonowing issue is frequently raised: If more people generate
more ideas and knowledge,stimulate growth of markets and cities, and,
hence, produce higher productivity and income, why did the moderniza
tion revolution not begin in India and China? Why did China and India
lag further.and further behind Europe .even though their population
si2.eSand densities were greater? The same answer fits both forms of the
question.

Mokyr makes this a central question in understanding the history of
world population growth. He speaks of "The immense difficulty of the
question of why China feU behind" (1990a,224). He also says that "The
Chinese experience is a powerful counterexample to the Boserup-Simon
theory that population pressure leads to technological progress."1 So the
topic certainly must be addressed here, though I argue that it is a
nonproblem for present purposes.

It was noted earlier that in accord with the simplest supposition
. about population size, China was indeed a technological leader, appar
ently by a wide margin, until perhaps 1400. China also led economically.
Differences in education explain much of the huge difference between
the West and the East at present, but educational differences probably
do not explain what happened starting five centuries ago. At that time
printing had barely begun to be practiced,and formal education was too
sparse in both continents for any difference to explain the activities that
produced the inventions and adoptions of innovations that occurred.

The response to the China-Europe question offered here is that the
question cannot be answered scientifically, at least at present. There are
three major elements in that response: (1) There indeed were structural
differences in the political-institutional systems, as mentioned earlier, but
the standard analysis based on those differences does not constitute a
satisfactory answer to the question at hand. (2) Both Asia and Europe
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were parts ofthe same larger system, and hence the question of why they
differed is not a question that matters for this book; the question ad
dressed here is why Sudden Modern Progress began anywhere in the
world in 1750-1800. (3) An answer to the question set forth previously
cannot be given scientifically because there is only one pair of entities to
be compared, and not a larger sample, without any evidential saving
grace - that is, there is an econometric problem. The rest of this section
will expand on these three elements.

Structural Differences in the Political-Social Systems

In Europe there occurred concurrently, along with population growth, a
nexus of interconnections between loosening of feudal ties, growth of
cities, increases in personal economic freedom, political freedom, greater
openness of societies, competition among the various European states,
economic advance, popular government, and general economic advance.
H}lIlle ([1977] 1987), McNeill (1963), Jones (1981), and others have sug
gested that over several centuries the relative looseness and changeable
ness of social and economic life in Europe, compared to that in China and
India, helps account for the emergence of modern growth in the West
rather than in the East. Change implies economic disequilibria that (as
Schultz [1975] reminds us) imply exploitable opportunities that then lead
to augmented effort. (Such disequilibria also cause the production of new
knowledge, it would seem.)2

More specifically, the extent to which individuals are free to pursue
economic opportunity and the extent to which there is protection for the
property that they purchase and create for both production and con
sumption, together with the presence of diversity and competition at all
levels, seem to make an enormous difference in the propensity of people
to develop and innovate. Clough (1951, 10) discussed the importance for
the "development of civilization" of

a social and political organization which will permit individuals to
realize their total potential as contributors to civilization. What is
implied here is that in a system where social taboos or political
restrictions prevent large segments of a culture's population from
engaging in types of activity which add most to civilization, the
culture cannot attain the highest degree of civilization of which it is
capable. Thus the caste system in India, restrictions on choice of
occupation in medieval Europe, and the anti-Semitic laws of Nazi
Germany curtailed the civilizing process.



This factor seems' to be the best explanation of Europe forging
ahead in comparison to the recent centuries' histories of India and
China.3

As J~nes puts it, ,"[T]he QiDg economy, impressively expansible
though it proved, failed to move from extensive w intensive growth
because its political structure did not establish a legal basis for sufficient
new economic activity outside agriculture" (1981, 20). That observation,
together with the mobility and political competition in Europe, and the
closure of China, seems convincing explanation for the European mira
cleand the lack ofa comparable Chinese miracle. This is the way Hume
put the same idea sometime before 1777:

Here then are the advalltages of free states. Though a republic
should'be barbarous, it·necessarily, by an infallible ,operation,gives
nse,to LAW, 'evenbefore:ma.n.kind'have made any oons~derablead
vances in the OUter sqf;ncesjFromlaw arises security: From secu~

rity' cUriosity: And:fIi0.n wtiOSity.knowledge. ;. ..
OREEC2wasa·¢luste1!'of Jitt1e,prinCipatities,whichsoonbecame

republics;; andbe4tg:wuted:bothbytheirnearneighbdurhood; and
by the·tics'ofthe sam~~e.andiDtetcst,they enteredinto'tbe
closest intelC()UESe'of·{-.Jmmerce·andleartling. '. '. '.

.E~ is at present acopyatlarge, of what GREECE was formerly
apattern in D1iniatU're.. .. . '

In CHINA, tberci :&eems,to be,a pretty considerable .stock,ofpolite~
ness. and science, which, in,tbe .eourseofsomanY'ccntunes, might
naturally beexPected't6"ripeD into something .' morepetfeet, al)d
finished, than wbatbas'yet wsen fromthelD1. But CHIMA iB ooe vast
empire, speaking OfIebmgUage,govemed by one law; 'aad sympa.
·thizing in' the ,$lntema:4ners~.1be'alJ;thority Of any teacher; sucb as
CONFUCIUS, Wa8P.t~ted,ai$jlyfromone. corner of ,the empire to

, .the other. Nonebad'~ge't6reSiSttbetorrentofPOPularopitt~
ion. And postenty was;.wt bOld tbough to dispute what had been
universally received by theiraneestors; This seemsto be one natural
reasoll, wh:y the sclences·'.bave made ,so slow a progress ..··in ·that,
mighty empire, .

If we. COI1Slder the face of the '.globe, .EUROPE, of aU' the four parts
ofth~world,is themost'bfGkenbyseas, rivers, and mountains; and
GRBECEOf all countries OfBUKOPE. Hence these regio~ were natu
rally divided into several distinct governments. And hence the sci
encesarose in GIU!ECE; and EUROPE has been hitherto the most con~
stant habitation of them. . . .

The next observation, which I shall make on this head, is, That

Arguments against the Humian Explanation
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The Failed Record of Explanations of the Rises and
Falls OfNations
It is sobering to reflect on the long history of now-rejected informed
opini:OIlSabout the success and failure of countries: Protestant work
ethic; Anglo-Saxon and European race; natural resources (or the lack of
them); temperature and climate; north-south location; cultural explana
tions by the bushel; and on and on. This record of failures should warn
us against any monocausal explanation.

The Humian explanation cannot be considered a complete answer and a
stopping point to the discussion, for some of the following reasons.

nothing is more favourable to the rise of politeness and learning,
than a number of neighbouring and independent states, connected
together by commerce and policy. The emulation, which naturally
arises among those neighbouring states, is an obvious source of
improvement: But what I would chiefly insist on is the stop, which
such limited territories gives both to power and to authority ([1777]
1987, 118, 120-3,427-8).

Other Possible Explanations
One might also adduce such other possible explanations as the diffu
sion of printing in Europe. This might have occurred because of the
importance of the written Bible in Christianity and/or the character

I' system of writing. But whatever the reason, Western-style printing (in
ii?i:c1uding newspapers, which are very important for a modern economic
'it .spciiety) did not arrive in Japan and China until the middle of the
\J:' nmeteenth century;4 the interrelated absence of Western printing and
j!:", ,ofliteracy could by themselves have exerted a huge drag on the devel
i :oPment of China.
". . Concerning "the availability of journals" and other printed media,
"I which surely are a crucial element in development: DeVries (1976) tells

us that "London's first daily newspaper, the Daily Courant, was estab
lished in 1702; by 1709 eighteen dailies appeared in the city. For Europe
as a whole newspaper sales have been estimated at 7 million copies per
year by 1753" (189). These observations should be compared to the lack
of any newspapers at all in China for another century and half, as noted
earlier in this chapter.

One might also mention such other possible explanatory factors as
the probable absence of the Arabic number system in China (the abacus
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continued to be used there even though it had disappeared before the
eighteenth century in Europe [Dantzig 1954,35]); higher life expectancy
in Europe than in India and China, where well into the twentieth cen
tury the death rate was higher than that in Europe perhaps as early as
1600; and the greater possibility of migration within Europe than in
India and China.s None of these factors can be shown to be decisive,
alone or in combination with one or more other factors.

Multicausality
Mokyr comments that "The problem seems so huge that it is tempting to
resort to some, exogenous but relatively simple theory to explain a mas
sive societal behavior change" (1990a, 226). He exami~es many such
simple explanations that have been proposed and finds them all wanting.
He implicitly endorses an entire complex of causes, as does Kuznets.
Kuznets does suggest that the "epochal innovation" of a scientific atti
tude may have been crucial.
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[M]odern economic growth, as observable for a substantial number
of currently developed countries, could best be viewed as a process
based on an epochal innovation - a complex of additions to useful
knowledge which raises sharply the stock of technological and social
knowledge in the world, and which when exploited is the source of
the high rate of aggregate increase and of the high rate of structural
shifts that characterize modem economies. Whether this basic
source is best described as the increasing application of science to
problems of economic production and organization - with the stimu
lus coming from the exogenous growth of science, basic and
applied-or whether the emphasis should be on changes in men's
views and social institutions which, at one and the same time, stimu
late the growth of science and of its useful applications is an impor
tant question, but it need not concern us here. Whatever the
source, the increase in the stock of useful knowledge and the exten
sion of its application are of the essence in modem economic
growth; and the rate and locus of the increase in knowledge mark
edly affect the rate and structure of economic growth. (1966,286)

The emergence of the ecumene encompassing both Asia and Europe
was mentioned earlier. This concept suggests that the question of why
the entities within the ecumene differed - as if they were separate,

The Ecumene of Asia and Europe

The process may be understood, I think, in light of a contemporary
analogy: the difficult and relatively unproductive professional lives led
by economists and other researchers who work in universities in poor
countries. This analogy is developed at length at the end of this chapter.

Indeed, there is some reason to think that the entire intellectual
infrastructure was much more fruitful in Europe than in China, as evi
denced by the vibrant atmosphere in the major cities of Europe in the
16008. Why, then, should one not think that ingenious Chinese individu
als were hampered by more of the ordinary difficulties of lack of develop
ment than Europeans were around the 1600s?

And though China and Europe may (or may not) have started off
with equally propitious situations for agents of progress to operate in, an
unpredictable shock such as the death of a benign ruler and the onset of
a disastrous regime, or a war and invasion, or a climatic shift could have
set off a cumulative process wherein the circumstances were progres
sively more different for prospective agents of progress.
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Was an Appropriate System "Inevitable" in
China and India?
The reader might ask whether the very existence of a counterproductive
legal-political structure (such as that of China) is consistent with the
argument here that such phenomena are endogenous. But endogen~ity
does not imply immediate response; ifhistory is clear OD'any One point it
is that an appropriate political-economicsystemdoes not appear immedi
ately whellcircumstalleeschange.It iSbope enoughthat even a rough
approximation of such a system wm appear sometime snort of the very
longrun; , ,

, '

Should ,Poverty NQt.Hav~ InducedPro¥ress?
Elsewhere (Simon 1987a) I have systematically developed the hypothe
sis that the combination ofa person's wealth and opportunities affects a
person'sexemon of effort, whiCh,may seem to contradict the thrust of
this essay. Ceteris paribqs, the I~wea1tha person has, the greater the

,person's driv~ to. take at\vantage, of ecrp~omicoPpotlunities.The mil
lions of villagers inIpdia~d Cbin~qe~y bayellad plenty of poverty
to stimulate them. But they have Jacke,;J oppc>rtUJlitiesbecause of the
static andimmoblle nature oftheit,~gl:Jife~Incontrast, villagers ~
Westerq. Surope apparently had .~o~eD,lobility,.fewer constraints, anc;l
more, exposure, to crossc1,llI'ents" of an, kinds. lIence they were more
easily able to loosen their rural ties and join in the changes that led to
Sudden Modem Progress.
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Needham ... remarks that from Chang Heng (78-142), astrODo-
'mer royal, mathematician, and engineer, the first in Chinese history
t<>build a water-driven armillary sphere, to Matteo Ricci, the Jesuit
missionary of the sixteenth century who first brought mechanical
tiJ;nepiecesto China - that is, over a span of fifteen hundred years-
only a half~dozen. perhaps only four, astronomer-clockmakers kept
the great tradition alive in China or, more accurately, revived it at
intervals. Needbam presents this fact as something of a wondrous
economy: "It is well worth noting how few men it took to span all the
centuries of clockwork drive mechanisms." He might have written
that nothing better illustrates the constraints on experiment and the
impediments to diffusion of knowledge in this domain than the pau
city of successful practitioners over time. (Landes 1983, 35)

India failed for many of the same reasons, though perhaps also because
of the caste structure rather than because of excessive central authority.

Additionally, Woodruff (1973) makes a good argument for the im
portance of trade and imported treasures in the rise of the West after
1700. China and India lacked this element.

China certainly bad at least reached the status of being a candidate
for success half a millennium ago, as Jones makes clear. Its standard of
living rivaled that of Europe as of 1500 (see fig. 71). Perhaps a complete
change ,in the form of its government could have made a difference, as
perhaps Hume thought. For' perspective, could one imagine that low
population-density Africa or South America was a candidate at that
time -'-let alone North Atnerica or Australia?

As with a drug company being large and strong enough to afford a
set of three research teams that includes one that is eventually success
ltd, we, can say that by two or three centuries ago, the ecumene of
Eurasia had became capable of producing three "laboratories," one of
whi~hs~ed- and only that was necessary for Sudden Modem Prog
rest!, to become a fact.

In explaining the slowness or nondevelopment of horology in
China,Landes again and again mentions the absence in earlier times of
sufficient human talent.

This accords with the general remark by Jewkes, Sawyers, and
Stillerman, cited earlier in connection with contemporary science in note
7 of chapter 1, that there "are always too few minds of the highest calibre
and there is a limit to the help that can be afforded them in their original
thinking" (Jewkes, Sawyers; and Stillerman 1958, 162). Reinforcing this
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disconnected entities...., is not the proper question for this essay; rather,
the key question here is why Sudden Modern Progress, began some
where about 1750 ,or 1800.6 Though he focuses on the differences be
tween Europe and Asia, Jones notes that "European economic ~istory

is a special case of the economic history of all Eurasia" (1981, 3). He
adds ~t attemptmg to analyze wby the two continents differed is not
profitable in·this context.

A<klitional evidence that it is reasonable to consider the continental
,en:tities part of the58llle systemf~,thepurposesoithe present analysis

, is$ateadyad:tances in A.sia (sucl\ASPnnting.paper, and gunpowder)
fedintola.te~develwmentsjn,Europe andtherefore~houId gctpart of
the,credirf~the o¥eraU develOpment. Md ,a (fOQ1plicated it\terrelated
..esS~t,efert"ed!to..lietl was the ,trade~~d diMisio~o(labot ~tween
IndialUldiOreatQtiuun;an.incr~~,in the stalldar<li,oOivingof tlle lat~r
~ to:.a d~erea$e~tJlC.~ $,,~~dq~. Uvingof tbetopner. , .'
'..... 'Tradem textilesand\¢O~between'In~ and:Qreat Britainw~so
~~at.that.tJe~ause ?(:tJte dec1i# '~' .1J1dl-", textile'· Ptoduction;Jn~a~
llt~lln,hWoInefen$harply;:cl~es sll11aDk:,and,t,he levelOf'~b~tion

,felJ.'~d as it is to~fieve~incotnein ,lndiaI!: citi.esat the, tuqlbf the
"~~"'tbcentury is saW'~o~vebeeaonly~alfQ .. a>quartcT qf,what ,it '
~a$inthe second halfqftlie:~~nthce~~~(BBi.roobl988, 401). And
th~'(propomonal)de~tiQll,ah~at!timewas ~ttestQiedun~~

. 1930. Tbissuggests a diYis~"Of;'labOrprocessbetween:ut~ ud 8gn
~tural areassimiJ. to that ,\¥bichspontlUleouslyo~ed between the
l).S.Soutband,N~h'it\\,the,nine~eathtentury.,anci'tG,that wtii~hwas
tor~d"onlndonesia.bythe:,p.tcbatler' f830.t ,(We $1tOuld'not~, how-

"e\'er,thattbere "alllo wa,deutba~oni~'·€lilila"~vet'lnuCh,.~'sattie
period,·..•and':Bairoob ·sa)'$th.,the:~newas,t'ln~!~y\~~table··l()
colonization;" whichcasts·~.·(J<i)ubt:onihistra~!exptmation,()fln~

dia'sdedme;)i . ,.' ',' ,\:i , .• '... ."il",:" '. . '. ,

O~~M~!think of thet9V~P~SI~fOll~Ws:~e,tQtal~a..
, lion in Buiasi.,taken81l a' Whd~:\("_:th~'.te.t»,tetbnolog)')' be~

great eDoU&htlq support one~)~~~fof.ys,intoSMP-As with
lJlultiple, researclJ",and"deve~nt'tFams' working 1011 the·:satJle 'ptoh--'
lem, one dOQootexpect an O'f.tJ1cem tos~~oreWl1,t1'latthebiggest
on~withtheihigb~stpotenti.,will'.~'11'l~~tone might offer
the info~.opinion (as in tbe'~Struetufal·,DiffereDCes,·intbe Paliti~.

Social Systems"sectionof'this olulpter) that'~i,Cbina,didnot make it
because oftoo strong a, structure 'Of authority (pertulpsinduced bya high
density of population, together with', pride).compelling· inwardness, no
international, trade, and no colonies~.Sitmlarly, one' can speculate that
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The Dominating Econometric Problem

One might say: If China had for exogenous reasons come to have a
different set of political institutions than it actually did in (say) 1300, it
might have entered into intensive growth and thereby speeded up the
entire progress of humanity. But can one be reasonably sure that even if
it had had the "optimum" institutions, China would have moved to a

[A]ggregate growth benefited from the easily cumulative character of
modem tested knowledge. Handicraft skills embodied in mortal hu
man beings cannot be accumulated as easily as modern technological
knowledge embodied in quantitative formulations and innovations
based on overtly measurable and testable characteristics of natural
and social processes. It is the very overtness and easy embodiment of

faster path and to intensive growth? Even if the structural analysis in the
earlier part of this chapter is correct, there still must be much uncer
tainty. That is, an answer to the question set forth in this section cannot
be given scientifically because there is a sample of only one pair of enti
ties to be compared. In other words, the intellectual roadblock is placed
there by sound econometrics and statistical inference rather than by the
absence of penetrating historical analysis.

It would seem nearly impossible to explain a single such comparison
with any surety because of the tiny difference in growth rates between
the successful and the unsuccessful examples. The difficulty is illustrated
by the large number of major outliers in any cross-sectional regression
analysis of growth; this shows that even a proven important variable
such as economic freedom, nowadays - fails to be dominant in many
cases; indeed, it fails in enough cases that correlation coefficients are not
high.

Who can claim to offer a conclusive explanation of why southern
Italy has done so much worse economically than has northern Italy? Or
why French Canada has done worse than English Canada? Yet in those
cases the political-legal structures were the same for both regions within
the countries, which ought to make the comparison easier than the
China-Europe situation.

This is the nub of the econometric problem: When the difference in
the dependent variable is large, and there is only one big difference in
independent variables, one can sometimes draw a solid conclusion. One
could fairly decide that the Communism-capitalism structural difference
explains postwar differences in economic growth between East and West
Germany, even if we did not have corroborating evidence for North and
South Korea, and for Taiwan and mainland China, because the prior
conditions were much the same for each pair in the comparisons and
because the growth-rate differences were very large.

In contrast, the yearly growth-rate differences between China and
Europe were small. Yes, they cumulate to a lot. But the yearly differ
ences in the period we are talking of surely were not independent of
each other; rather, they depended upon past achievements - the cumula
tiveness emphasized by Kuznets.
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point in discussing the search for a clock that would solve the longitude
problem, Landes says that in the 1600s "Spain simply did not have
the pool of knowledge and talent to solve the problem" (1983, 112).

China obviously had enough human beings at the time of which
Needham and Landes write, by comparison with the raw talent pool of
Europe. But it did not have enough trained persons working in conge
nial settings. A larger total population would have been likely, .ceteris
paribus, to have increased that pool, as also was the case in Spain. But
again, let us put this problem aside by focusing on the Eurasian ecu
mene as the relevant unit and on the sudden leap a few hundred years
ago as the key event, rather than trying to explain the details of the past
couple of hundred years.
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population seems to vary over the years, and the number of squirrels
killed on the ,streets seems to rise and fall. That variation over time
might. be reasonably explicable in terms of changes in the food supply,
breeding patterns, and so on.

Still another reason for seeing the entire matter as chancy rather
than determined is thesmaU numbers of persons involved, as noted in
the pre~dingquotationfromLandes. Nowhere does chance operate
with a more fickle hand than in the adoption of inventions where adop
ti()lldecisionsare confined to a fewpersons-as often is the case. Was it
llo~tWssjble that',Savery could have 'faiied to ,find an adopter for his
steam engine and thattbeentire course of invention following from that
'adQptiQl1couldhave no!; taken place?8
", ,',' ,Despite the healthy scientific tendency to focus on statistical aggre
gatiOns oflllicroevents- see the epigraphs by Petty and Kuznets at the
beginoingof the preface to, this' essay - I will now reverse course and
tehmind"U&that there always is the possibility that one of Jonathan
H)J~es18"vitaHew"canmake acrueial difference, even for entities as
"~ as,a subcontinent Might not a Chinese emperor who decided to
Qlose ehin8 ...t~en,out of inertia, was followed in this policy by his
sueces~ backed by those' who acted from t~ir own interests - have

',' ~ade a decisi\'e,~ision whose consequences then cumulated?
,';'~logyto $ports results may help bring.out the econometric prob

lem'at hand. PreUm.inary work with Manouchehr Mokhtari on the out
·oom.es of·Olympicsgames from 1956 to 1984 finds that total population
~ theJevel ohverage income explain much of the ranking of countries

.iA,~IS'cQ1ints.N~vertheless, there ate some far~out outliers-for
f' ,exa,tnple. India.whicb has scored I far below its statistically expected
~)te$Ul_ '8$weUasw below China ,and even ~low many smaller poor
!l!::~trieS;@IdJSiUlt.Germany,wbicb 'scored far above its statistically
J:,e~etedr¢SUl~. If the ,only d~thatwere available were for India,

~ ..• CJJ.ill~and af~wat1terpoor.collntries,·it would not be possible to arrive
;. 'a~. 50undconClusiortabout the roles ofpopulation size and the standard
:if ~living. 'A,nd t!l¢'fole.of political system might therefore receive dispro-
li'pottiWJ~te weight .
: .". .Here is an6thersportsanalogy. The countriescompeting in the Olym

}~"icsmay 'be preSUme~to be very differ:el;lt in many ways. This might well
:: .' prodUeel""gediscrepancies between actual and statistically expected per

I fOrmallce; The performances' among high school basketball teams in a
given US. state ....... say. Indiana...,-.may be expected to be more regular.
And indeed, schools with larger student bodies usually beat schools with
smaller student bodies, somuch so that the winning of the championship
by a smallest-category school was sufficient occasion for a Hollywood
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tes~knowledge~ 'of its \iei~Rtific base ina variety ofdurable
fonnsindepeooentof the pet'$OnalskWsQf,buman ~ings that make
botbfOl' its, easyCOlllQi):unicabilitylUld woJ;ldwidea--vailat:>ility. andfor

,:~steadilYcwnuL1ltive reswtS. (Klimets,·l966,290) ,
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movie. Butapparent anomalies do happen; and ifone did not have avail
able a large pool of such scboolsascontext, those anomalies would be
mysteri()U&and challenging to the imagination, as in the case of the small
school just. mentioned. There. are other cases' where one school wins
against another of the same sizeandcharaeterfor many years in a row. Is it
the ooach~tJB8ttem?ls it just the workings ofchance? These are among
the true.mys.mes ofa world fiIledwith¥ariability.

O~COUI'S<lthere,'ablo'eldst~ that are quite explicable~ such as a
fewt;iny,pnv.¢:n;gbliCboQls "'tMve J1ational~liberbasketballteams
year after yea'£'1'll¢ol).USie~lanationis<~t theyre'fl"Uit talented
players.~. t....cJe.l'hisi$Jhe SQIt of at5e to which historians
liken' the· China~£p.;•.eotnpafisoli,.but that compari$Oll.seems .not at

all ~"llS. ',"';")",":'., '. '. .' ..'
:A~W~\IJ1Qte,~.f_is$eSma1lMinnesota town that

bMP;od~i~.",;,~pie<~,~~inspeedskatmg. Is.the
.~~'~'~?'I$.i~nj"1Jt'••Ub~()fa'bigcity7·Oris
.i~t~'~,~q~~toi$e.A.taliandominanceof
....Js...;,;_:\~,~<;~'>.. '.'iaed.tI1e,~anCeof
~~"",~~~•.""stIWl·.·.t~,mtheDominican
R_~~liL<';,:};,;"\i;,;,ig:n~rii)?\i;ii(,j:,'J',..••• : ., .•' "i

".'1'he~'otu.!;~'IIiJal".,.thatanys.compariwn of
~lDd}_.:;.*_,;~e~morethancan~ly be
~odby't.II$~~~:~~veDanyevideocethat am be
~\Ila'tedin_~i'«,1"Pr .. ' . ..... ·i·.. . .
i,'""F&...... ~l~.:.,~)i!~;'·~~.~ticapproach.to
..._'~!,.if·~~~,~.:~heprt>~Qfexplainfug
.;.:b14~~(~.:<ltatrBritaUt,·rather'·tba#in

~;~:~.~y..~ ...;(I~'..!~,in!€bina.lk~
~!,~~.of~!!.~:_.,.baye!Peen8Jlad~.·
by~:~!_)'!~·.lle'· ,.\••D·~:eQ:ti.oflalld.and
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itwasaJaBbutalsoll)~~"!I~hastic reaSOD$'; He~etsto
thisataument8lI'p"',(~~~eat'4manyrnore tmall~tries
than .,.....Ii~c~_ usDal~'~thediStributieaof politiCally
independ,entunits,.by:size"""$dhellCe' otbetconditionsbeingequal,
there is a greater chenectbatWe pioneer wiD be small rather than large"
(467). So ultifuately Kuznets sugeststbat we should not try to explain,
or consider explained; the actlial causes of Great Britain and Europe
being the locuses of the breakthrough. Rather, ·he says, we should sim
ply consider the matter unexplained. as the present essay suggests.

Interestingly, in the very essay in which Hume offers his discussion
of the China-Europe differential- "Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts
and Sciences" - he begins with an excellent statement of the econo
metric problem of too-small samples and statistical variability.

Tbeeconometric problem we face here is related to the concept of
path dependence10 as expressed in the cumulative random growth mod
els of HerbertSimon. If one assumes that two or more entities start out
at the same size (or level of wealth), and each is incremented by a
random percentage of its size in the prior period, the entities are likely
to arrive at very different sizes after any given number of periods. Incre
menting by a proportion rather than by an absolute amount expresses
the path dependence, in that the size in the previous state influences the
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Nothing requires greater nicety, in our enquiries concerning human
affairs, than to distinguish exactly what is owing to chance, and what
proceeds from causes; nor is there any subject, in which an author is
more liable to deceive himself by false subtilties {sic] and refine
ments. To say, that any event is derived from chance, cuts short all
farther enquiry concerning it, and leaves the writer in the same state
of ignorance with the rest of mankind. But when the event is sup
posed to proceed from certain and stable causes, he may then display
his ingenuity, in assigning these causes; and as a man of any subtilty
{sic] can never be at a loss in this particular, he has thereby an
opportunity of swelling his volumes, and discovering his profound
knowledge, in observing what escapes the vulgar and ignorant.

The distinguishing between chance and causes must depend upon
every particular man's sagacity, in considering every particular inci
dent. But, if I were to assign any general rule to help us in applying
this distinction, it would be the following, What depends upon a few
persons is, in a great measure, to be ascribed to chance, or secret
and unknown causes: What arises from a great number, may often
be accounted for by determinate and known causes. . . .

For the same reason, it is more easy to account for the rise and
progress of commerce in any kingdom, than for that of learning;
and a state, which should apply itself to the encouragement of the
one, would be more assured of success, than one which should

. cultivate the other. Avarice, or the desire of gain, is a universal
passion, which operates at all times, in all places, and upon all
persons: But curiosity, or the love of knowledge, has a very limited
influence, and requires youth, leisure, education, genius, and ex
ample, to make it govern any person. (Hume [1777] 1987,111-13)
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of this process should have been suddenly produced all by itself in some
other place, especially a rural place or a place where census data had not
been collected (such as China through the years). This is so, even though
all the necessary mathematical devices were readily available.

There also seem clear links from the developments just described to
John Snow's statistical discovery in London in 1854 that cholera was
catised by polluted water. Snow had to collect voluminous data on each
death. "Snow and his assistant systematically . . . went up and down the
streets listing for each household, the age and sex of all residents, the

".addre~,and the name of thecompahy that supplied their water" (Ge
.. h~andLemak 1994). Snow's work could in principle have been done

,eat}ier, in any p1~where there had been cholera, requiring as a condi-
tioR,only that there had been water supplies from several wells that
differed in wbetberol" not they were polluted.ll But his work was pre

. ceded br Francis Bissett Hawkins's Elements of Medical Statistics in
, .. 1829, the, fint, and very ,remarkable, tractinepiderniology. Though I

:have,n,otdug into this history (my knowledge oHtcomes from Gehan
and Lemak), it seems plausible that Hawkins linked backward to Graunt

.' 'an~:forWard to·Snow.
:t4anyof tbeothergreat discoveries about the prevention of infec

tious diseases, the main early killers in human history; also took place in
th~ largeci:ties. For example, Semmelweissdiscovered the cause of

, cbiklbed fevel' in ..the 18405 in Vienna, then the large capital of the
Austro-HungariaJ) ,empire (Semmelweiss 1983). The large hospital in
~hich he workedrontained many cases for observation; such a hospital
.(:Onld Otdy be fOutJ,d in a large city. And it is not likely that the sort of
mortality· data .$~mtnelweiss used would have been available in earlier

,ecmt'Uriesorinsnii\1ler places.
...,., .... ,AccordingtoM~yr, inventioll$may not require that the conditions
be~ ri8ht (or: them but rather simply that no one thought of them
:e~liet.'tteim,a.y~ybe COlTect about some inventions. Here is an

,clUUnplethatwouidseem to fit his description: Across the back of the
,wtdet,~ ofmeo'" ties is aone~inch strip of material- usually contain-
mg tile bt~d.IUltlle'-through wbichpasses the narrower end, to hold it
iD pw:e. unexposed. Thisinnov~tion first appeared sometime in the
1940li or 19SOs and completely replaced tie clips, but it could have been
iJ:)'~'ented .decades earlier. I assume that it was diffused soon after the

. in"ention.But for such .advances as taking a survey of the affected
population for data on disease jncidence, surely many people were
forced to think about the situatiOn at some earlier time, and many must
have thought of gathering such information; that idea cottles too natu
rally not to have been thought of by anyone.
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Conclusion

The prudent response to the question of why Europe forged. ahead of
China is that an answer is beyond the scope of scientific analysis at
present. But this does not imply that the question is an enigma. It should
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not be allowed to trouble us any more than the fall of a coin onto its
head, or the last-minute victory of one team rather than another.

In order to make more vivid and understandable the difficulty of
making new inventions and having them adopted in a country such as
China or India circa 1600, consider this contemporary analogy that many
readers will understand from their own firsthand and secondhand experi
ences: the professional lives led by economists and other researchers
employed by the universities in poor countries. The data show clearly
that these people produce little new science, though the very same people
(or people indistinguishable from them) can be very productive when
working in universities in developed countries. The causes are many and
varied but atlnost an related, directly or indirectly, to the overall standard
of living.

Researchers in a poor country lack modem instruments and have
available only primitive tools, perhaps nowadays not having computers
(in Israelin 1968three professors usually shared one desk, meaning that
only one could be there at a time); sometimes they are without light and
heat for many hours every day or for days and weeks at a time (as in the
early and mid4990s in many former Soviet countries); they lack re
search funds to hire assistants; war (including military service) and other
social disturbances cause work disruption (as in several African coun
tries); graduate students are poorly trained; interested colleagues may
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Another example of such· path dependence in the development of
practical concepts: in its discrete form, dynamic programming requires
no more ,than multiplication and can be taught to middle·school stu
dents. Why, then, was this,mostpowerful of all decision-making engines
first invented by a,mid....twentieth.,century mathematician, Richard Bell
man, culminating in a195?publication1 This invention might be one of
M~yr's cases of no one thinking of it first, though the conditions for
invention were mucb the samefacing many people in the past. But the
better explanation~may hetbat this was. the first time in history that a
group of ,the persons ·whO wo,uld' be likely to, p1"oduce this· innovation
matbl$Ultima.s and.ratioD&:researdtet$~wasempIoyedby organiza
liops sucb'8S,theRandC.prporatiOlland wuthe,nexposed tO'the sorts of
problems that WoU;l!fl;vokei,,,Udtdevelopments,as dynantic'program
IIling~HRee/tbis.diS,Co~errmaybeseen,·as.aresult ofthe dentand for
betterdedsionmakinBbr,.iliilitary,bygovemnteot,and ~ybusiness

6rn1S,.8I'welYas!by._.t,q)pIJ'Qf~~~thatwentintothe
~~theS1S,.ly,!()ItEai"~inthe.United,States·and in
"'woa:!d,who mighttulve~xtbediscovery.'I'btreader will'no
tice~attention here to.e.t~.stoekof knoWledge masoc:iety

.•'talber.;,thP ito the e:u1turc.!Of;'_;~aa\;i1'_testotbespirit of
!diJc<weq'andtbee~t\Of~!aetivity.

, Figlu'e14 (in,cbap.1)'brOUlht_·tho:.tute()flJathde~ncein
. r-Utravef.A large·pmportion,of raiJ,,,,.,tratk laidbefor,e 1920:was in
BurOP'0rwas builtby&tr~Tbii ~,~,i~outgrowth

. of European we8lttl aswdl8$ iQf .faDlitiBritywiththe ~menginein
Europe.., In the $Ule way; it Was'D~a«identtbat,;tlJQf.ll,Vlell.into.the
twentit4h.ee8lUtyi,mostoidl,cnwrld's;oB1"eSI1'VeS Dttprbduct10n \Were
btthe UBittd States., even though. tbete\VCTOothel;_.'ofthe ..wodd
tbatWete.as weJletHtowed ,with poflmtial>produ¢tiOll'asthe United
States (seetig. i72,).. '. .i'..... .

Tb.is .discussion 'Gfpath depea.Il~"'8S'mnOOd. tp..sbowthat a
randmngr6wtlunodel can explainthei'~anMirade"evenwitbout
,some dotninl,\ting explanat<JrYfaetolboiBlpresentinEurDpe rather than
in China.
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be in short supply; there are no funds to travel abroad and meet col
leagues who will bring one up to speed on recent developments and
provide mutual reinforcement; the administrators may have little inter
est in the production of research and do not reward it with status and
salary, reducing incentive; recent journals and books may not be held by
the university library or, indeed, be found anywhere within the entire
country; patent and copyright law may not protect one's intellectual
property; inadequate support staff, including lack of English-skilled
word-processing and secretarial help; heavy teaching loads; pay may be
so low that the researcher must moonlight to eke out a living; and if the
product of research is locally oriented, the researcher may find insuper
able barriers against having his or her work adopted into practice. An
unbelievably strong will is required to overcome these obstacles.

Even with the most well-situated institutions in poor countries
such as foreign companies who invest in building poor-country factories
in order to take advantage of what they consider to be a favorable wage
situation - the lack of physical and human infrastructure often is enough
to defeat these efforts and force firms to pull up stakes and return to
producing in the developed country.

A researcher has a much better infrastructure for productive work
even at the typical third-level North American university, despite teach
ing loads much heavier than at first- or second-level universities, than
does a researcher even in the elite institutions in poor countries. Yet the
heavier teaching loads at those third-level North American universities,
together with an intellectual climate and a general culture that are not
very congenial, and perhaps even hostile, to high-quality research, con
stitute enough of a barrier to slow or halt even some dedicated and
capable scholars who must work in such places.

Seen this way, through the eyes of individuals who might contribute
to progress, the issue does not seem so mysterious or difficult as it is
often made out to be.


